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Overview 

●  Where is Canyon Mine?  

●  Mine Background/Timeline 

●  Why the Water Concern? 

●  Recent Developments 

●  Something to Consider 







USGS	SIR	2010-5180	and	SIR	2016-5115	

Very	rough	location	of	Canyon	Mine	



Canyon Mine Timeline 
 ● 1984 - Plan of Operations submitted to USFS  

● 1986 - Final Environmental Impact Statement/Record of 
           Decision complete. 
● 1988 - Groundwater Quality Protection Permit issued 
● 1992 - Mine goes on standby due to low uranium prices; 

          mineshaft drilled to 50 ft.  
● 2008 - ADEQ denies General Aquifer Protection Permit 
● 2009 - Following change in administration, owner allowed to 

           apply for General Aquifer Protection Permit 
● 2010 - Red Butte declared a Traditional Cultural Property  
 

 



Permitting Timeline 
●  1986 - Citing risk, AZ Department of Health Services denies Groundwater permit 

            to mine owner 



Permitting Timeline 
●  1986 - Citing risk, AZ Department of Health Services denies Groundwater permit 

            to mine owner 
●  1988 - Groundwater Quality Protection Permit required annual sampling of R-M 

            springs: Havasu, Indian Garden, and Blue Spring 
●  2008 - In a March 17, 2008 letter, ADEQ wrote “. . . it has been determined that 

your facility does not meet the design, construction and installation requirements 
for a Type 3.04 General Permit pursuant to A.A.C. R18-9-D304(A) and A.A.C. 
R18-9-D304(C).”  

●  2008 - ADEQ Director Steve Owens told The Arizona Daily Sun, “The burden is 
on them to prove to us that there will not be an impact on groundwater.”   

●  2009 - Type 3.04 General Aquifer Protection Permit was granted for Canyon 
Mine. The permit is a few pages, with minimal groundwater monitoring 
conditions. The only plan in case of groundwater contamination is to pump water 
out of the mine – VOLUNTARILY. 

	

 





Canyon Mine Timeline Continued 
● 2012 - Obama administration declares 20-year mineral withdrawal on  

           ~ 1 million acres of federal land around Grand Canyon, subject to 

            valid existing rights. 

● 2012 - Kaibab National Forest determines “Valid Existing Rights” exist at 

           Canyon Mine. Permission to restart development without updating 

           its EIS or Plan of Operations.  

● 2014 - General APP renewed through 2019, mine returns to standby.  

           No water pumping performed. 

 



Canyon Mine Shaft Flooding 
● 2013 - Mineshaft drilling commences for first time since 1992, drilled from 50 ft 

to 300 ft.  
○ First 671,394 gallons of water removed from mineshaft. 

● 2015 - Operations commence in October. Mineshaft drilled from 300 to 450 ft.  
○ 151,403 gallons removed from mineshaft. 

● 2016 - Mineshaft drilled to 1400 ft.  
○ 1,422,066 gallons removed from mineshaft.  
○ Shaft water samples show dissolved U of 130 ppb (4.3 x MCL) and 292 ppb 

Arsenic (29 x MCL) 
● 2017 - Mineshaft drilled to 1450 ft.  
○ 8,788,595 gallons removed from mineshaft.  
○ Shaft water samples show dissolved U of 91 ppb, 299 ppb Arsenic.  

● 2018 - Mineshaft completed to 1,470 feet.  
○ 9,682,888 gallons removed from mineshaft.  
○ Shaft water samples show dissolved U of 120 ppb, 226 ppb Arsenic. 

 







Canyon Mine Timeline Continued 
•  2019 -  

•  Aug. 1, mine owner submits renewal application for APP 
•  Aug. 31, the 2014 general APP expires.  
•  Aug 20, GCT, Sierra Club, CBD, Wild Arizona send joint letter to ADEQ 

to call for individual APP and for mine closure/remediation. 
•  Aug. 30, Havasupai Tribe sends letter to ADEQ, similar ask. 
•  Sept. 18, AZ Indigenous Peoples’ Caucus sends letter to ADEQ, similar 

ask. 
•  Oct. 8, Congressman O’Halleran sends letter to ADEQ, similar ask. 

 



Canyon Mine NEPA Notes: Water  
•  Orphan Mine offered as example of safe mining in FEIS. (p viii) 
•  “A water well to the Redwall-Muav aquifer will be constructed and tested 

prior to the intersection of ore by mining operations. . .If new information 
surfaces which suggests the need for an expanded groundwater monitoring 
program, the Forest Service reserves the right to impose additional 
monitoring and mitigation measures it deems necessary, including the 
construction of other groundwater monitoring wells.” (ROD, 12) 

•  “Ground water flows, if they exist, are likely to be at least 1,000 feet below 
the lower extremities of the mine. This, plus the low potential for 
encountering groundwater in the mine, effectively eliminates the possibility of 
contaminating the Redwall-Muav aquifer.” (FEIS, vii) 

 



General Aquifer Protection Permits 
•  “Are best suited for the regulation of numerous, very similar, and generally 

smaller facilities and sources that have emissions and discharges that 
pose little environmental risk. . .Instead of considering permit requests for 
such common and widespread activities on an individual basis, general 
permits ensure that the environment is protected from the effect of 
hundreds of such construction sites, grain elevators, or other ‘like’ 
activities.”  

•  “General permits allow both ADEQ and the public to focus on the facilities 
and sources that have a potentially significant environmental impact. 
Facilities and sources whose emissions and discharges could have a 
significant environmental impact are not eligible to operate under a general 
permit.” 

•  “[W]hen a facility or source seeks to operate under a general permit, there 
are limited opportunities for participation in the decision-making process.” 

 



Individual Aquifer Protection Permits 
“[Are] required for owners or operators of facilities that discharge a pollutant 
directly to an aquifer or to a land surface or vadose zone where there is a 
reasonable probability that the pollutant will reach an aquifer.” 



Canyon Mine Should Be Required to 
Acquire an Individual APP 
•  Mine operator claimed no (‘86), then little water (~1M gal, ‘09)  
•  FEIS:  

•  Analyzed for 1 million gal of inflow/year for onsite pond vol. 
•  “[t]he low potential for encountering groundwater in the mine effectively 

eliminates the possibility of contaminating the Redwall-Muav aquifer. 
•  General permits are for “common” operations that pose little 

environmental risk. 
• Letters sent by: 

•  Havasupai Tribe 
•  AZ Indigenous Caucus 
•  Congressman O’Halleran 
•  Grand Canyon Trust, Sierra Club, CBD, NPCA, and Wild Arizona.  

 
 



Individual Permit Should Include…  

At a minimum: 
•  Requirements (vs. voluntary conditions) for water 

management and reporting 
•  Closure Plan, including for water management in perpetuity 



Questions?		

Also: 
• Has anyone heard of:  

•  Groundwater flow being plugged in perpetuity? 
•  A standby/closed uranium mine with ongoing 

groundwater inflow? 
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